No matter how high-hat a pipe may be... Maybe you know some old fogey who owns one of these ultra high-hat pipes... a blootto bimbo who broadcasts a line of "broad-A" lingo: "cawn't enjoy tobacco a blotto bimbo who broadcasts a line of ENTIRELY.

old boy's stove pipe: . . . Well, paste this bit of news in the packed in his pipe.... Granger is is a foilpouch (instead of a costly tin) a million dollars! But the pocket package is a power hit in the world!

The half-pound vac, one of the hugest and most famous of all tobacco packages, is a big deal among pipe smokers... includes a real one of the best in the world, and no other is to be considered.

GRANGER RUGGED CUT

The half-puffed vac- umum pipe is not only the finest, but the least expensive. It is made with the best material, and is a real bargain. No other pipe has ever been made that is so good for the money.

Made for pipes only!
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Columbia University... Rye, N. Y.
Stevens Institute of Tech.
Hoboken, N. J.

Brown University... M. I. T.
West Point... West Point

Harvard University... Cambridge
Brandeis University... Waltham
Amherst College... Amherst

Holy Cross College... Worcester
Dartmouth College... M. I. T.

Brown College... K. E. L. T. A.

Woodstock College... Longwood Court

Tennis Schedule

Amherst College * Amherst
Harvard University Cambridge
Brown
Holy Cross College Worcester

Tennis Schedule

"Round Robin" Eliminations to Decide Makeup of All Three Teams

Twenty-five candidates gathered at the first tennis meeting of the season held on Wednesday afternoon, and heard the plans for the season as discussed by Manager Collier.

A few promising candidates were discussed, and it was decided to start with as many as possible. Collier also discussed the rules and procedures for the season.

As in the past, there will be three teams selected, including a Varsity, second Varsity, and a freshman team.

The first Varsity team will be Captain Hilick, followed by Lieutenant William Kurtz, who acted as an assistant to Tommy Rawson during the season. The team will be chosen by means of a fitness test. Each will be chosen by means of a health examination.

MANY REPORTS AT TENNIS MEETING

Suits of the Season for Men of the Hour

The suits of the season for men of the hour are generally characterized by Spring-Suits that are lighter in color, brighter in weave and tailored right up to the minute in style—that's our way of showing that Spring is here.

Softer Grays — Lighter Browns Relaxed Blues — Attractive Taupes

At prices that appeal

$50 to $75

OTHER SUITS 99.99 to 100.00

Second Floor — The Store for Men

The Venezia suit is a stylish addition to the line of spring suits, and is also a good buy. It is made of a soft, yet durable material, and is available in a variety of colors.

The Venezia suit is also available in a sport coat and matching trousers, making it a complete outfit.

For men and young men, suits that are solely characterized for Spring—Suits that are lighter in color, brighter in weave and tailored right up to the minute in style—that's our way of showing that Spring is here.
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